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vskillbuilders n number n level 1

Introduction

Functional Skillbuilders have been specifically developed to support teachers delivering
Functional Skills. There are 30 volumes in the series providing a dedicated book for each
section and level of the Functional Skills standards in English and maths. The series has
also proved to be invaluable to support English and maths skills for a range of students
whether they are working towards Functional Skills, Apprenticeships, Foundation and
Progression Awards or simply brushing up on their skills.

All the task-based activities in Functional Skillbuilders are based in three workplace
settings – a hotel, a supermarket and a factory. This helps make the activities both real
and relevant to adult and young adult students. Knowledge about each workplace builds
cumulatively as students progress through the levels. The tasks become increasingly work
specific as students progress through the series. Students will find the tasks in Level 1
Number more demanding and entirely work focused.

Functional Skills

These activities are task-based and provide teachers with a variety of materials to build
the full range of Functional Maths skills relating to number. The first section of the book
explicitly teaches the functional number skills required at Level 1. Students then have 2–3
more opportunities to build and apply these skills in vocational contexts, allowing the
teacher to teach skills, enable practise and to check learning.

Functional Skillbuilders are designed to be mediated by teachers. The teaching notes
explain the skills addressed on each worksheet and provide guidance for teaching
strategies. Teaching materials have also been included. Templates for group work are
included at every level.

How to use this pack

Ask the student to complete the checklist on page xiii with you. This checklist will tell you
the number skills your student most wants to practise. Use the outcome of this discussion
to agree targets with the student and use the table to identify suitable worksheets.

Teaching notes

There are teaching notes for each worksheet. They explain the purpose of each worksheet
and any groundwork that the teacher needs to cover first. The teaching notes include
suggestions for group work, work in pairs and extension work. 
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Introduction

vi

Worksheets

Teaching point

If there are any teaching points on the worksheet they will appear like this.

Mapping

Mapping to Functional Skills standards is available electronically. Please email
enquiries@axiseducation.co.uk.

Additional teaching materials

Templates for group work are at the very back of the pack. Photocopy them as required.

A box like this at the top of each worksheet tells students the skills they will
practise, ensuring that they are aware of learning outcomes from the outset.
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viiskillbuilders n number n level 1

Teaching notes

These teaching notes are organised by
worksheet. There are teaching notes for every
worksheet and they are designed to be read in
conjunction with a photocopy of the relevant
worksheet. The skills covered are listed
alphabetically in the Student checklist on page
xiii of this pack. The Groundwork section
highlights the skills that need to be taught before
your students tackle the worksheets, together
with teaching suggestions. Suggestions for
paired and group work are also included.

Worksheet 1
Understand place value

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to remind students about
the concept of place. Ask students to give you a
five-figure number, write it on the board and
annotate it, as in the example given.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.

Extension work

Throughout the exercises in this book, ask students
to tell you the place values of given digits.

Teach students the symbols for greater than and
less than and give students number sentences to
include these symbols.

Worksheets 2, 3, 17, 26, 27
Read negative numbers

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to start a discussion
about negative numbers. At this level, students

need to recognise negative numbers. Ask
students if they can give you examples of when
they may see negative numbers.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.

Extension work

Discuss the concept of negative equity in houses.
Ask students to place a list of negative numbers
in order.

Worksheets 4, 5, 6, 7
Multiplication

Groundwork

Remind students about the language of
multiplication and reassure students that there is
no single correct way to multiply numbers. The
idea of Worksheets 4, 5, 6 and 7 is to familiarise
students with a variety of multiplication methods
so that they can then choose to use the one with
which they feel most comfortable. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
You should demonstrate how each of the
methods works on the board and then see if
students can work through the examples
themselves.

Group/extension work

Worksheets 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 32, 33, 36, 40,
44, 45 and 47 all provide further opportunities
for students to practise multiplication.
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rounding number activities contextualised to the
supermarket and factory. You could use
Worksheets 10 and 11 to teach, Worksheets 36
and 37 to reinforce and then Worksheets 41 and
49 to check your students’ ability to approximate
by rounding numbers.

Group/extension work

Students could estimate answers to many of the
questions set in the worksheets throughout this
book. They can then use their estimations as a
guide to see if their precise calculations are
correct.

Worksheet 12
Understand equivalent fractions

Groundwork

Use the fraction board, the decimal and
percentage fractions to demonstrate equivalent
fractions. 

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the task.

Group work

Template 1 provides students with a further
opportunity to recognise equivalent fractions.
Use it as the basis of tasks for a group activity.

Extension work

Seek out practical examples from which students
can recognise equivalent fractions, decimals and
percentages. You could source advertising
material for retail sales – some stores have “half-
price sales”, while others advertise goods at
“50% off”.

skillbuilders n number n level 1

Teaching notes

viii

Worksheets 8, 9, 30, 31, 43
Ratio and direct proportion

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to explain the concept of
ratio to students. Ask students if they can
provide you with examples. Demonstrate to
students how proportion can be written. For
example, diluting a drink one part squash to ten
parts water can also be written as 1:10. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks. 

Group/extension work

Ask students to physically measure and calculate
proportion. They could:

n measure quantities of drinks

n prepare ingredients for recipes.

Worksheets 10, 11, 36, 37, 41, 49
Estimation and rounding

Groundwork

Use the teaching point on Worksheet 10 to
demonstrate how to make approximations by
rounding numbers. Check that your students
understand the difference between an exact
amount and approximate amounts. You can also
ask students to give examples of when rounding
numbers would be used. Write a list of examples
on the board.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
Worksheets 36, 37, 41 and 49 are similar
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Teaching notes

Worksheets 13, 23, 34, 46, 48
Percentages

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to teach students the
term percentage and how to calculate
percentages. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
These worksheets are similar percentage
activities contextualised to the hotel,
supermarket and factory. You could use
Worksheets 13 and 23 to teach, Worksheets 34
and 46 to reinforce and then Worksheet 48 to
check your students’ ability to calculate
percentages.

Group work

Template 2 provides students with a further
opportunity to calculate percentages. Use it as
the basis of tasks for a group activity.

Worksheets 14, 21, 38, 39, 41
Order whole and decimal numbers

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
These worksheets are similar number ordering
activities contextualised to the hotel,
supermarket and factory. You could use
Worksheets 14 and 21 to teach, Worksheets 38
and 39 to reinforce and then Worksheet 41 to
check your students’ ability to order whole and
decimal numbers.

Extension work

Provide separate lists of whole numbers and a
variety of decimal numbers (weights, length,
capacity, money, temperatures) and ask students
to list them in order.

Worksheet 15
Calculate wages

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the task. 

Group work

Template 3 is a payroll list for staff working on
Blackwell’s deli counter. Use it to carry out wage
calculations as a group activity. 

Extension work

Provide lists of rates of pay and hours worked, as
in template 2, and ask students to calculate
wages. 

You could further extend this by adding overtime
payments. 

You could also ask students to calculate
percentage increases in pay, based on the hourly
rates given.

Worksheet 16
Recognise and order fractions

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the task.
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Use weather charts in the newspaper, on websites
or teletext and compare temperatures in different
places.

Use thermometers to measure the temperatures
of different liquids – a glass of tap water, a glass
of water from the fridge, a cup of tea and so on. 

Worksheets 18, 19, 22, 32, 33, 44, 45
Calculate percentage discounts and
increases

Groundwork

Remind students how to calculate percentages. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
These worksheets are similar percentage
calculation activities contextualised to the hotel,
supermarket and factory. You could use
Worksheets 18 and 19 to teach, Worksheets 22,
32 and 33 to reinforce and then Worksheets 44
and 45 to check your students’ ability to calculate
percentage discounts.

Worksheets 20, 22, 25, 32, 33, 36, 44,
45
Calculate prices

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the activities.
These worksheets are contextualised to the hotel,
supermarket and factory. You could use
Worksheets 20 and 22 to teach, Worksheets 25,
32, 33 and 36 to reinforce and then Worksheets
44 and 45 to check your students’ ability to read
and write decimals and calculate prices.

skillbuilders n number n level 1

Teaching notes

x

Group work

Template 4 is a piece of text that contains a
selection of fractions. Use it as the basis of a
group activity, asking students to identify and
order them.

Extension work

Seek out suitable texts and ask students to
identify all the fractions in the text.

Worksheets 21, 46, 48
Calculate fractions

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the task.
Work through the first example on Worksheet 21
with your students to show them how to
calculate the fractions. Worksheets 46 and 48
require students to calculate fraction increases
and decreases.

Worksheets 2, 3, 17, 26, 27
Read temperatures

Groundwork

Use the teaching point on Worksheet 2 to help
your students practise reading the scale on
thermometers. You could also bring in examples
of thermometers for students to handle. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks. 

Extension/Group work

Compare average temperatures of the same
place at different months of the year.
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Teaching notes

Extension work

Provide students with further examples of
invoices, receipts, price lists and so on. Ask
students to:

n estimate totals 

n use a calculator to work out accurate costings

n find errors in calculations.

Group work

Template 5 provides students with a further
opportunity to calculate the cost of goods and
services from a price list. Use the template to
conduct this exercise as a group activity.

Worksheets 24, 25, 47
Multiply and divide numbers by 10
and 100

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks. 

Extension work

The following worksheets provide further
opportunities for students to practise
multiplication and division by 10 and 100.

n Worksheet 31 requires students to convert
pounds to pence and vice versa.

n Worksheets 32 and 46 require students to
convert metric units of capacity. 

n Worksheets 40 and 42 require students to

convert metric units of length. 

n Worksheets 35, 37, 39 and 52 require students
to convert metric units of weight.

Worksheets 28, 29
Make up sums of money to £100

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the
activities. 

Extension work

Ask students to find different ways to make up
sums of money using notes only to:

n £20

n £50

n £200.

Ask students to find different ways to make up
sums of money using notes and £1 and £2 coins
only to:

n £20

n £50

n £200.
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xiiiskillbuilders n number n level 1

Student checklist

Functional Skillbuilders Number Level 1 will help you improve your maths skills. This chart lists
the number skills covered in this book. Tick the boxes to say which skills you think you will find
the most useful to practise. Then discuss your ideas with your teacher.

Skill � Worksheets

Approximate by rounding 10, 11, 36, 37, 49

Calculate fractions and fraction increase 21, 46, 48

Calculate percentage increase and decrease 18, 19, 22, 23, 34, 42, 44, 45, 46

Calculate percentages 13, 32, 33

Calculate prices 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 32, 33, 35, 36, 44, 
45

Calculate ratio and direct proportion 8, 9, 30, 31, 43

Calculate wages 15, 42

Convert metric units 30, 31, 33, 35, 40, 43, 49

Convert pounds to pence and pence to pounds 29

Make up sums of money 28, 29

Multiply and divide whole numbers 24, 25, 40, 47
by 10 and 100

Multiply using efficient written methods 4, 5, 6

Read temperatures 3, 17, 27

Read, order and compare numbers 14, 21, 38, 39, 41

Recall multiplication facts 7

Recognise and order fractions 16

Recognise equivalent fractions 12

Recognise positive and negative numbers 2, 3, 17, 26, 27

Understand place value to seven figures 1, 10, 14

Use a calculator 11, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 32, 33, 35, 42, 
44, 45
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1skillbuilders n number n level 1

Understand place value to seven figures.

1. Place value

Every digit in a number, no matter how small or large, has a value.

5 6 1 9 6

5 ten thousands 6 thousands 1 hundred 9 tens 6 units

1. Complete these tables to identify the place value of the figures in the first column. 
The first three have been done for you.

2. Now write these numbers in figures. The first one has been done for you.

Thousands of Hundreds of Tens of Thousands Hundreds Tens Units
thousands thousands thousands

1. 56 5 6

2. 137 1 3 7

3. 1094 1 0 9 4

4. 3417

5. 809

6. 10

7. 6543

8. 81976

9. 9019283

10. 651827

11. 7816253

12. 56273

Number in words Number in digits

1. One hundred and fifty thousand, seven hundred and six 150,706

2. Nine thousand and forty-eight

3. Two hundred thousand, five hundred and seventy

4. Nine thousand and ninety-nine

5. Four hundred thousand and sixty-two

6. Three hundred and one thousand, seven hundred and ninety-one

7. Ninety thousand, six hundred and eighty-seven

8. Three hundred and sixty-four thousand, two hundred and ten

9. Two hundred thousand, four hundred and eleven

10. Fifty-seven thousand and ninety-seven.
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Recognise positive and negative numbers.

2. Negative numbers 1

2

Numbers can be positive or negative. A positive number is any number above zero (0) whilst a
negative number is any number below zero (0).

Negative numbers are used in a range of situations but most commonly with temperatures
and bank balances. Zero is the temperature in degrees Celsius that water freezes. Having a
bank balance below zero means you owe the bank money.

Read the temperatures marked on these thermometers and write them on the labels.

On the same thermometer mark on these temperatures.

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

1. Minus 11°C

2. Minus 1°C

3. Minus 7°C

4. –8°C

5. –10°C

6. –15°C

°c
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3skillbuilders n number n level 1

Read negative numbers.

3. Negative numbers 2

As the temperature of things gets colder, the temperature number gets bigger. –20°C is colder
than –15°C.

1. Write these temperatures in a list starting with the warmest first:
–15°C,  –12°C,  –5°C,  –8°C,  –21°C,  –16°C,  –19°C,  –1°C

Read each of these negative temperatures and write them in the boxes.

2. Write these temperatures in a list starting with the coldest first:
–1°C,  –10°C,  –3°C,  –18°C,  –12°C,  –16°C,  –7°C,  –15°C

0

–30

–60

–90

–10

–20

–40

–50–70

–80

–100

–110
0

–6

0

–3

–6

–9

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

3. 4. 5.

6.

7.

8.

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c °c
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Multiply using efficient written methods.

4. Multiplication – made easy 1

4

There is no single right way of doing the mathematical operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. Several methods can be used to get the correct answer – the
choice is yours! The activities on the next three pages show you a variety of multiplication
methods. After you’ve tried all three methods, choose the one you feel most comfortable with. 

Standard method

123 x 15 would be written as: 123

x 15

This method is done in steps:

Step 1 Multiply the whole of the top row (right to left) by the digit number in the bottom row.
Write the answer down.

Step 2 Put a zero in the digit column under the first answer.

Step 3 Multiply the whole of the top row (right to left) by the “tens” number in the bottom
row. Write this down directly below the first answer.

Step 4 Add up the two answers you got.

123 123 123

x15 x15 x15

615 615 615

1230 1230 +

1845

Use this method to work out the answer to each of these long multiplications.
Squared paper may help.

1. 142 x 23 2. 213 x 24 3. 145 x 26 4. 163 x 32

5. 234 x 25 6. 325 x 24 7. 326 x 42 8. 254 x 18

9. 352 x 15 10. 424 x 44 11. 351 x 52 12. 25 x 496
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Multiply using efficient written methods.

5. Multiplication – made easy 2

Grid method

This can be a super way to tackle long multiplication calculations once you get the hang of it.
It relies on you understanding how bigger numbers are made.

For example, 123 could be written as 100 + 20 + 3 and 15 could be written as 10 + 5.

Using the grid method, 123 x 15 would be written as:

x 100 20 3

10 1000 200 30 1230

5 500 100 15 615

1845

Try these multiplications using the grid method.

1. 134 x 21

2. 154 x 22

3. 212 x 14

4. 213 x 32

x

x

x

x
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Multiply using efficient written methods.

6. Multiplication – made easy 3

6

Lattice method

This method relies on an understanding of how numbers work. The numbers to be multiplied
are divided up into their constituent digits and multiplied in a grid.

Your tutor will guide you through this a few times before you have a go on your own.

123 x 15 would be done like this:

1 2 3

0 1 0 2 0 3 1

0 5 1 0 1 5 5

1 8 4 5

1. 128 x 32

3. 125 x 18

5. 215 x 34

2. 232 x 42

4. 251 x 43

6. 326 x 18
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Recall multiplication facts.

7. Multiplication – the facts

Knowing your times tables can help with multiplication, but don’t despair if you don’t know
them! There are lots of resources you can use to help. One of the most useful is a
100-square. You can use this for all the tables from 0 to 10.

The shaded box towards the bottom right-hand corner of the 100-square contains the
multiplication facts that most people have greater trouble remembering.

It is easier to practise one set of table facts at a time. Here are the 2 times table
multiplication facts.

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

6 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60

7 0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70

8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80

9 0 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90

10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Study the table and try to learn the facts. 
To check that you really do know them you must be able to recall the multiplication
facts in a random order. See if you can fill in the gaps in the bottom row of this table.

If you struggled with the facts then go back to the first grid and practise a few more
times before you have another go with the random grid. 

x 10 7 2 6 1 8 0 9 5 3 4

2
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Work out simple ratio and direct proportion.

8. Working with ratios 1

8

Ratio is the relationship between two groups or amounts, which shows how much bigger one is
than the other. It can be described as the number of parts that something is divided into. For
example: if you are cooking a meal from a recipe and you need to increase the amount of
ingredients, then you will use simple ratios to do it.

These are the ingredients for a recipe which serves four people.

Re-write the recipe to show the quantities of each ingredient that you would need to
serve two people and eight people

Grilled chicken
on herbed couscous

4 chicken breasts

2 tbsp clear honey

2 tsp paprika

250g couscous

2 tbsp olive oil

8 tbsp chopped fresh herbs

2 tomatoes (finely chopped)

Grilled chicken
on herbed couscous

A recipe for 2 people

Grilled chicken
on herbed couscous

A recipe for 8 people

1 2
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Work out simple ratio and direct proportion.

9. Working with ratios 2

These are the ingredients for a recipe for prawn curry that serves four people. Use
ratio to work out the quantities of ingredients needed for each of the servings in the
table. 

Ingredient 1 serving 2 servings 4 servings 6 servings 8 servings

Vegetable oil 2 tbsp

Prawns 500 g

Coconut milk 200 ml

Korma paste 4 tbsp

Rice 320 g

Naan bread 4

The juice you might have bought to go with the meal has to be diluted. If you have to
add 100 ml of water to 10 ml of the concentrated juice to serve one person, how
much juice concentrate and water would you need to serve:

Quick Prawn Curry

2 tbsp vegetable oil

500 g prepared prawns

200 ml coconut milk

4 tbsp korma curry paste

320 g rice

4 naan breads

Juice concentrate Water
One person 10 ml 100 ml
Two people
Four people
Six people
Eight people
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Approximate by rounding.

10. Estimation 1

10

Having a rough idea of the answer when you are doing any mathematical calculation can be
really useful. One way of doing this is to round the numbers up or down to the nearest 10,
100, 1000, etc. so that you have an educated guess of the answer.

For example:

n 101 x 9 could be rounded to 100 x 10 so you know that the answer should be in the region
of 1000. (correct answer = 909)

n 215 x 18 could be rounded to 200 x 20 so you know that the answer should be in the region
of 4000. (correct answer = 3870)

Some figures need only be rounded to the nearest 10, for example distances in miles or
kilometres, whilst others are more usefully rounded to the nearest thousand, for example
attendance at a football match or a pop concert. Some very large numbers may need to be
rounded to the nearest million or even billion, for example the population of a country or the
number of stars in the sky. If the number is 5 or above, round up. If the number is less than 5,
then round down.

Round these distances to the nearest 10 miles.

Match Attendance figures To nearest 100 To nearest 1000
1 56,756
2 125,423
3 45,819
4 23,652
5 12,803

3. These figures show the attendance figures for some football games last Saturday.
Round each figure to the nearest 100 and then to the nearest 1000.

1. 2.Place Distance To nearest 10 miles

Aberdeen 131

Fort William 138

Glasgow 46

Inverness 162

Kyle 297

Mallaig 182

Oban 126

Scrabster 278

Stranraer 133

Place Distance To nearest mile

Ullapool 221

Craigavon 21

Dungannon 37

Dunmurry 12

Lisburn 14

Lurgan 18

Newry 33

Portadown 24
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Approximate by rounding.

11. Estimation 2

These till receipts have no totals. Run through each one and round the prices up or
down to a figure that you are happy with and then tot up each bill. There is enough
room for you to jot down your rounded figure alongside each item.

Receipt 1
Milk 0.97
Bread 1.21
Sugar 0.95
Cheese 2.10
Ham 3.99
Total:

Receipt 3
Apples 1.11
Bananas 2.99
Pears 0.88
Oranges 0.96
Grapes 1.98
Total:

Receipt 2
Chocolate 0.87
Crisps 2.10
Biscuits 0.98
Tea 2.95
Coffee 4.99
Total:

Receipt 4
Chicken 4.99
Potatoes 1.12
Carrots 0.45
Peas 1.89
Parsnip 0.89
Total:

Now use a calculator to check how close you were with each estimate. If you
estimated under the amount, write it with a – sign in the ‘How far out’ space. If you
over-estimated the amount write it with a + sign.

Receipt 1 Receipt 2 Receipt 3 Receipt 4

Estimate

Calculator

How far out
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Recognise equivalent fractions.

12. Equivalent fractions

12

A fraction is a part of a whole one. Some fractions are written in such a way that you can
work out equivalent fractions. Equivalent fractions are simply fractions that are the same.
Fraction walls or fraction boards are a really good visual way of learning about fractions.
This fraction wall shows the comparative size of some common fractions.

A whole one
1/2

1/3
1/4

1/5
1/6

1/8
1/10

Fraction Decimal Percentage
0.1
0.25

1/2
75%
60%

1/8

Fill in the gaps in the table.

A decimal number is a fraction too. 
To change a decimal into a number fraction it needs to be written down in a special way. 
n 0.5 needs to be written as 5/10 which is the same as 1/2.
n 0.75 needs be written as 75/100 (note that the denominator is now 100) which is the same as

3/4. 
n 0.125 could be written as 125/1000 (note the denominator is now 1000) which is the same as

1/8.
A percentage is a fraction too. To change a percentage into a number fraction put the
percentage over 100 and cancel down.
n 50% means 50 out of 100 which is the same as 50/100 = 1/2.
n 75% means 75 out of 100 which is the same as 75/100 = 3/4.
n 25% means 25 out of 100 which is the same as 25/100 = 1/4.
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Calculate percentages.

13. Percentages

A percentage means an amount out of 100. It is shown by the symbol %. For example if you
got 90% of the answers right that means you got nine in every ten correct.

To find 10% of an amount you can simply divide the amount by 10. For example, to find 10%
of 350 you simply divide 350 by 10 to give an answer of 35. 

You can also make up other percentages from 10%. If you want to find 30% you calculate
10% and then multiply your answer by 3. For 60% you multiply by 6 and so on.

To find 30% of £56 

First find 10%. Divide 56 by 10 = 5.6 

Remember that you are dealing with money so 5.6 is really £5.60

Multiply £5.60 by 3 = £16.80

So your answer is £16.80.

n To find 50% of an amount you simply halve it.
n To find 25% of an amount you halve the half.

Use the techniques outlined above to work out the answers to these questions.

1. What is 50% of 380?

2. What is 10% of 990?

3. What is 30% of 480?

4. What is 25% of £10.00?

5. What is 40% of £9.50?

6. What is 60% of £80.00?

7. What is 70% of 920?

8. What is 20% of £575.00?

9. What is 5% of 2020?

10. What is 15% of £25.00?
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Read, order and compare numbers.

14. Hotel – staff payroll numbers

14

The Personnel Department at the Old Hall Hotel gives each member of staff a payroll
number. The code number is a five-digit number. The larger the number, the less time
the employee has been at the hotel.

Here are some of the names and numbers of staff who currently work at the hotel. 

1. Write out the list in ascending order, starting with the lowest number first.

2. If a bar person named Jack started work just before Jen, what would his number
probably have been?

3. Shirley is the newest member of staff at the Old Hall Hotel. If someone starts work
next week what would his or her employee number be?

Staff name Staff number

Shirley 12876

Sam 12784

Maz 12564

Pat 12351

Bob 12350

Tim 12325

Dev 12453

Jen 12612

Jo 12596

Julie 12595

Denise 12832

Debbie 12354
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Calculate wages.

15. Hotel – wages

The Old Hall Hotel has a reputation for treating its staff well. All workers are
employed on rates which are above the national minimum working wage. Calculate
each person’s weekly wage. Fill in the table to show your answers, including your
working out.

1. Shirley is a part-time cashier at the Hotel. Last week she worked 22 hours and is paid at
£7.30 per hour.

2. Bob is a full-time porter at the Hotel. Last week he worked 40 hours and is paid at £7.55 
per hour.

3. Jane is a part-time chef at the Hotel. Last week she worked 18 hours and is paid at £8.15 
per hour.

4. Dev is a full-time bar person at the Hotel. Last week he worked 40 hours and is paid at
£7.25 per hour.

5. Sam is a full-time supervisor at the Hotel. Last week he worked 42 hours and is paid at 
£8.65 per hour.

6. Jen is a part-time bar person at the Hotel. Last week she worked 20 hours and is paid at
£7.25 per hour.

7. Pat is a part-time housekeeper at the Hotel. She worked 15 hours and is paid at £7.25 
per hour.

8. Jo is a part-time receptionist at the Hotel. Last week she worked 26 hours and is paid at
£7.30 per hour.

Name £ per hour Working out Weekly pay

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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Recognise and order fractions.

16. Hotel – spot the fraction

16

This is a section from the annual report which outlines what has been happening at
the Old Hall Hotel over the last year. It gives details of how the leisure club has
performed during that period. Read through the text. Highlight all the number
fractions and percentage fractions that you find.

During the first half of this year the leisure club saw its attendance figures increase
steadily. Compared to last years’ figures for the same period, the number of people
who used the swimming pool increased by half, the number of people who used the
wet heat facilities (sauna and steam room) increased by a quarter but the number of
people who used the sun tan facility decreased by a third. This is probably due to the
increased awareness of the possible links between tanning machines and skin cancer.
The number of staff who have joined the leisure club officially has increased by three
quarters – probably due to the considerable reduction in membership fees for staff.

In addition the number of people who have booked fitness weekends has seen a
massive increase of 75% and the percentage of people who have taken up the offer of
the yoga sessions has increased by 25%. The 50% increase in attendance midweek
(Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday figures) highlights the move towards keeping fit
becoming a part of a healthy lifestyle rather than a weekend activity. The most
encouraging increase of 33% is the participation of the over-50s age group in the
sessions specially laid on for them.

Once highlighted, list the number fractions and percentage fractions in decreasing
order.

Number fractions

1

2

3

4

Percentage fractions

1

2

3

4
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Read temperatures. Read negative numbers.

17. Hotel – hygiene inspection

The hotel is inspected by a health and hygiene representative on a regular basis. The
inspector checks a variety of areas around the Hotel. This week’s visit is centred
around the kitchen. Freezers must operate within a specific temperature range. Read
the temperature on each of these freezer thermometers and write it down in the
appropriate space.

The freezers should store food between –15°C and –18°C. Which freezers are not
operating at the correct temperature?

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c
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Calculate price percentage discounts.

18. Hotel – spring offers

18

The Old Hall Hotel has special offers throughout the year. This list shows the normal
prices. Jo is producing a Spring Offers leaflet. This means spring guests will get a 10%
discount if they stay for two nights and a 25% discount if they stay for three nights.
Use the information in the list to work out the new discounted prices.

Double room (bed and breakfast) £90.00

Double room (room only) £80.00

Single room (bed and breakfast) £55.00

Single room (room only) £50.00

Family room (two adults and two children) £120.00

Junior suite £130.00

Executive suite £150.00

Full price per night With 10 % discount With 25 % discount

Double room b&b

Double room

Single room b&b

Single room

Family room

Junior suite

Executive suite

Write a list of the prices of Spring Offer two-night and three-night breaks for each room.

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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Calculate price increases and decreases.

19. Hotel – beauty salon price increases

The cost of raw materials used in the beauty salon has risen steadily over the last two
years. Treatment prices have remained static but the hotel has been forced to
increase salon treatment charges with immediate effect. The prices have to be
increased by 10%.

Calculate the percentage increase of each listed treatment and write the new price in
the correct column.

In order to provide as competitive a service as they can, the management are offering
25% off a mini pamper session. Customers can choose three treatments and get 25%
off the total price.

Using the new prices select three different combinations of treatments and work out
how much you would have to pay with the 25% discount.

Treatment Current price 10% increase New price

Mini facial £25.00

Luxury facial £35.00

Manicure £20.00

Pedicure £22.00

Half leg wax £12.00

Full leg wax £20.00

Aromatherapy facial £40.00

Eye brow shape £10.00

Use a calculator to check your answers.

Mini pamper 1

1

2

3

Pre-offer cost =

25% discount =

Cost with offer =

Mini pamper 2

1

2

3

Pre-offer cost =

25% discount =

Cost with offer =

Mini pamper 3

1

2

3

Pre-offer cost =

25% discount =

Cost with offer =
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Calculate prices.

20. Hotel – wedding parties 1

20

Use this information from the Old Hall Hotel’s wedding brochure to carry out the
tasks on this worksheet and Worksheet 21.

Your Wedding Day is a very special occasion and the Old Hall Hotel could provide the perfect
setting for your special day.

The Hotel itself provides a secluded, country setting. Our first class chefs have created a choice of
delicious menus to suit most tastes or we can customise a package to suit your needs.

Tariff
Basic wedding package (Menu A or B) £45.00 per person
Deluxe wedding package (Menu C or D) £65.00 per person
Superior wedding package (Menu C or D plus
Champagne reception,
place cards and table posies) £75.00 per person
Children’s menu £8.00 per person

Host name: Mr and Mrs Getty
Number of guests: 125 Package: Deluxe
Menu A: Menu B: Additional requirements:
Menu C: 75 Menu D: 50 Two high chairs and 10 children’s menus
Cost for this wedding package:

Details of the requirements of each wedding are logged on a standard form. For each
form, calculate the cost of the wedding to two decimal places.

Menu A

Avocado & prawns

Sliced Beef, Ham &
Turkey

Variety of salads
New potatoes

Chocolate gateaux

Coffee & mints

Menu B

Cream of asparagus
soup

Roasted breast of
chicken

Fresh vegetables
New potatoes

Profiteroles &
chocolate sauce

Coffee & mints

Menu C

Melon & berries in port

Scottish salmon in
cream

Fresh vegetables 
New potatoes

Baked cheesecake &
compote

Coffee & mints

Menu D

Prawn & crab cocktail

Turkey & chipolatas,
stuffing

Fresh vegetables
New potatoes

Apple strudel & rum
sauce

Coffee & mints

1.
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Calculate prices.

21. Hotel – wedding parties 2

Use the tariff for wedding packages at the Old Hall Hotel on Worksheet 20.

Host name: Mr and Mrs Brown
Number of guests: 200 Package: Superior
Menu A: Menu B: Additional requirements:
Menu C: 175 Menu D: 25 Champagne reception, cards and table posies
Cost for this wedding package:

Use a calculator to check your answers. 

5. List the costs you have calculated for each package in ascending order:

Host name: Mr and Mrs Green 
Number of guests: 150 Package: Deluxe
Menu A: Menu B: Additional requirements:
Menu C: 100 Menu D: 50 None
Cost for this wedding package:

Host name: Mr and Mrs Dennis
Number of guests: 250 Package: Basic
Menu A: 175 Menu B: 75 Additional requirements:

Menu C: Menu D: 5 vegetarian options
Cost for this wedding package:

6. For each ‘party’ work out the fraction of the total number of guests who had each
menu choice. The first one has been done for you.

Party Total guests Menu A Menu B Menu C Menu D

Getty party 125 75/125 = 3/5 50/125 = 2/5

Brown party

Green party

Dennis party

2.

3.

4.
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Calculate prices.

22. Hotel – wedding toasts

22

Wedding packages include drinks. However, couples often purchase additional drinks
for their guests or upgrade to one of these wines. This is a small selection of wines
available from the Hotel cellar.

Use the price list to calculate the drinks bill for each of these selections. The hotel
offers a 10% discount for more than 25 bottles, 20% discount for more than 30
bottles and 25% discount for more than 40 bottles.

White wines

Chablis £22.95
Muscadet £17.95
House white (Dry) £12.55
House white (Medium) £13.95

Red wines

Rioja £22.95
Shiraz £21.25
Cabernet Sauvignon £23.50
House red £13.95

Champagne and sparkling wines

Moet et Chandon £45.00
House champagne £28.50
Asti Spumanti £19.95

List 1
Chablis x 6
Muscadet x 6
Rioja x 6
Shiraz x 6
Cabernet x 6

List 2
Moet et Chandon x 6
House champagne x 10
Asti Spumanti x 20
Chablis x 6
Cabernet x 6

List 3
Chablis x 10
Muscadet x 8
Rioja x 10
Shiraz x 8
Cabernet x 10

List 4
Chablis x 12
Muscadet x 6
Rioja x 12
Shiraz x 6
Cabernet x 12

List 5
Moet et Chandon x 5
House champagne x 5
Asti Spumanti x 10
Muscadet x 10
Rioja x 10

List 6
House white dry x 5
House white med x 5
House red x 10
Asti Spumanti x 6

Total

Total
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Calculate cancellation charges.

23. Hotel – wedding cancellation charges

The Old Hall Hotel reserves the right to make cancellation charges if people cancel
weddings or other banqueting events. This is the cancellation charge policy:

Use a calculator to check your answers.

CANCELLATION CHARGES

£ 10% 25% 50% 75%

Getty party

Brown party

Green party

Dennis party

More than 90 days before the event 10% of estimated cost

Between 60 and 90 days before the event 25% of estimated cost

Between 30 and 60 days before the event 50% of estimated cost

Less than 30 days before the event 75% of estimated cost

Work out the cancellation charges that would apply for each of the parties listed on
Worksheets 20 and 21.
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Multiply and divide whole numbers by 10 and 100.

24. Hotel – banqueting details 1

24

The catering staff are preparing for a summer ball. There will be a headwaiter to
organise the waiting staff and two waiters per table. They are setting 10 tables with
10 places.

1. How many napkins will they need?

2. How many forks will be used in total?

3. How many knives will be used in total?

4. How many glasses will be used in total?

5. How many flower centrepieces will they need?

6. How many placemats will they need in total?

7. How many chairs will they need?

8. How many waiters will there be in total?

Group the items in order of the total quantities required of each.

Each place setting must have the following: Placemat
Napkin
Dessert fork
Dinner fork
Dessertspoon
Dinner knife
Side plate
Butter knife
Soup spoon
Red wine glass
White wine glass
Water glass

Each table will have: 1 flower centrepiece
3 central placemats
1 tablecloth
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Multiply and divide whole numbers and decimals by 10 and 100.

25. Hotel – banqueting tables 2

Catering arrangements for the ball include: 50 bottles of white wine
50 bottles of red wine
20 bottles of champagne

200 bottles of mineral water
200 bread rolls
10 strawberry gateaux
10 chocolate gateaux

Remember that there are 10 tables with 10 settings.

1. How many bottles of red wine are there per table?

2. How many bottles of white wine are there per table?

3. How many bottles of champagne are there per table?

4. How many bread rolls are there per guest?

5. How many bottles of mineral water are there per table?

6. If the champagne costs £28.50 per bottle, how much will 
the champagne bill be?

7. The red and white wines cost £13.95 per bottle. 
How much will the bill be for these items? 

8. The mineral water costs £1.25 per bottle. How much will 
the mineral water bill be?

9. Bread rolls cost 15 pence each. How much will the bread 
roll bill be?

10. The gateaux cost £15.95 each. How much will the 
gateaux bill be?

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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Read positive and negative numbers. Order numbers.

26. Supermarket – ideal storage conditions

26

Certain goods need to be stored in a specific way. Frozen food should be transferred
from the supermarket freezer to the customer’s freezer as quickly as possible. Read
this information about storing frozen food, then answer the questions.

1. What is the ideal temperature of a two star (**) freezer compartment?

2. What is the ideal temperature of a four star (****) freezer compartment?

3. How much colder is a two star (**) freezer compartment than a one star (*)?

4. How much colder is a three star (***) freezer compartment than a one star (*)?

5. On a seperate piece of paper write out the list of foods in ascending order of their practical 
storage life. Start with the shortest storage time first.

Freezing food is a very safe way of preserving it. Virtually any food can be frozen but the freezing
process damages some food, for example soft fruits. Water freezes at 0°C. When water (liquid)
changes into ice (solid) it expands and this can damage delicate structures within the food. All freezers
operate at below freezing (0°C). Refrigerators operate at about 4°C. Domestic freezers have a star
rating indicating the temperature they are designed to operate at.

The freezer star ratings are as follows:

Freezer compartment * –6°C
Freezer compartment ** –12°C
Freezer compartment *** –18°C
Freezer compartment **** –18°C
The Fast Freeze facility usually operates at about –26°C

On the packaging of a frozen food there is guidance stating how long the food can be stored using
freezers of a given star rating. As a guide, here are some suggested maximum storage times at –18°C
for a variety of foods.

Product Practical storage life (months)
Broccoli 15
Corn on the cob 12
Potato chips 24
Beef mince 10
Sausages 6
Bacon 2
Oily fish 4
White fish 8
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Read temperatures. Read negative numbers.

27. Supermarket – hygiene check

The supermarket staff have to make sure that the freezers are operating correctly. The
freezers must operate within a specific temperature range. Read the temperature on
each of these freezer thermometers and write it down in the appropriate space.

The freezers should store food between –15°C and –18°C. Which freezers are not
operating at the correct temperature?

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c

°c
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Make up sums of money to £100.

28. Supermarket – cashier duties 1

28

One of the first jobs each cashier does every morning is to open the tills and check
that the float is correct. The float is the amount of money that is in the till when the
supermarket opens. The float is £100.

There are a few ways of making up £100. Here is one.

Think of two more ways of making up a £100 float.

1 p 2 p 5 p 10 p 20 p 50 p £1 £2 £5 £10

x 100 50 20 20 30 10 15 10 4 3

= £1 £1 £1 £2 £5 £5 £15 £20 £20 £30

1 p 2 p 5 p 10 p 20 p 50 p £1 £2 £5 £10

x

=

1 p 2 p 5 p 10 p 20 p 50 p £1 £2 £5 £10

x

=
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Make up sums of money. Convert pounds to pence and pence to pounds.

29. Supermarket – cashier duties 2

During the course of a normal day it is likely that the till operator will need to re-fill
some of the coin sections in the till. Notes are exchanged for coins.

1.Work out how much each of these amounts of money could be exchanged for and 
complete the table.

1 p 5 p 10 p 20 p 50 p £1 £2

£1.00

£5.00

£10.00

£20.00

2. These prices are in £ and p. Convert the prices to pence.

3. These prices are in pence. Convert the prices to pounds and pence.

Pounds and pence Pence Pounds and pence Pence

£3.79 £2.99

£8.54 £6.15

£21.64 £15.83

£4.89 £6.63

£9.37 £4.73

Pence Pounds and pence Pence Pounds and pence

467p 829p

7482p 23p

659p 999p

239p 198p

534p 1976p
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Work out simple ratio. Convert metric units of capacity.

30. Supermarket – a clean sweep

30

The cleaning staff at Blackwell’s use a range of cleaning materials depending on the
job in hand. Most commercial cleaning materials are supplied in a concentrated form
which have to be diluted before they can be used.

Floor cleaner: dilute100 ml in 1litre hot water
Disinfectant: dilute 50 ml in 1/2 litre hot water

Complete these two tables which will show how much concentrate needs to be added
to how much hot water.

Floor cleaner Disinfectant

Concentrate Hot water Concentrate Hot water

50 ml 25 ml

100 ml 1 litre 50 ml 1/2 litre

150 ml 75 ml

200 ml 100 ml

500 ml 200 ml
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Use simple ratio and proportion.

31. Supermarket – bakery orders

At certain times of the year the demand for bread increases dramatically. This
happens whenever the supermarket is closed over a holiday period such as Easter or
Christmas.

Here is the recipe Bill uses every day to bake crusty white rolls. This recipe will make
20 rolls:

If Bill needs to bake more bread rolls, he will need to increase the amount of
ingredients he uses in the correct proportion.

Calculate the amount of each ingredient he will need to make 40, 50 and 100 rolls.

20 rolls 40 rolls 50 rolls 100 rolls

Flour 1000 g

Yeast 3 tsp

Salt 2 tsp

Sugar 1 tsp

Lard 30 g

Water 1 pt

1000 g strong, white bread fl
our

3 teaspoons of fast-acting ye
ast

2 teaspoons of salt
1 teaspoon of sugar
30 g lard
1 pint warm water
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Calculate the cost of goods.

32. Supermarket – invoice check 1

32

Somerset Cheeses have sent this invoice to Blackwell’s Supermarket. The totals are
missing. Complete the missing information then answer the questions on Worksheet 33.

Invoice number Order number placed by
29911 435 Bill

Invoice address Delivery address
Blackwell’s Supermarket Blackwell’s Supermarket
Towngate Towngate
Leyland Leyland
Lancs Lancs
PR25 6VN PR25 6VN

Delivered items

Product Price Per Quantity Value
Smoked Cheddar £3.98 kilo 40 kilos
Stilton with apricots £1.10 100 g 3 kilos
Somerset Brie £4.32 kilo 16.5 kilos
Cheddar with paprika £4.95 kilo 18 kilos
Stilton with walnuts £1.99 100 g 2 kilos 
Somerset Blue Brie £5.02 kilo 23 kilos 
Mild Cheddar £3.95 kilo 12 kilos
Mature Cheddar £4.60 kilo 34 kilos 
Cream Cheese with chives £2.90 500 g 81/2 kilos
Cream Cheese with cranberries £1.27 100 g 2 kilos

Somerset  cheeses
Martock Industrial Estate, Martock,

Somerset, TA12 4JN

Goods total
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Calculate the cost of goods. Convert metric units of weight.

33. Supermarket – invoice check 2

Use the information in the invoice to answer these questions.

1. Which cheese works out the cheapest per kilo?

2. Which cheese works out the most expensive per kilo?

3. How many kilos of cheese were ordered in total?

4. The mature cheddar cheeses should have been discounted by
25%. What should the mature cheddar have cost? 

5. Work out the cost of the invoice with the amended mature
cheddar price.

6. Somerset Cheeses have invoiced Blackwell’s for the wrong
proportions of Somerset Brie cheeses. They should have invoiced
for 16.5 kilos of Somerset Blue Brie and 23 kilos of Somerset
Brie. How much more or less should the total be?

7. What is the price per kilo of the cream cheese with cranberries?

8. What is the price per kilo of the Stilton with apricots?

9. What is the price per 100 g of the smoked cheddar cheese?

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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Calculate percentage discounts.

34. Supermarket – something for nothing

34

Look at this list of special offers and work out how much is “free” in each one. The
first one is done for you.

Some of our special offers around the store

Item Quantity free Quantity paid for

1. Box of 12 eggs 3 9

2. Pack of 6 yoghurts

3. Pack of 4 cans of beans

4. Crate of 12 bottles wine

5. 1 litre of orange juice

6. 1 kilo of potatoes

7. 8 bottles of beer

8. 12 pack of crisps

Box of 12 eggs get 25% free
Pack of 6 yoghurts get 50% free
1 kilo of potatoes get 25% free
1 litre of orange juice get 50% free
Pack of 4 cans of beans get 25% free
Crate of 12 bottles of wine get 25% free
8 pack of bottled beer get 25% free
12 pack of crisps get 25% free
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Convert grams to kilos. Calculate prices.

35. Supermarket – delicious deli offers

This week’s special promotion at Blackwell’s is on the deli counter. Buy three different
deli items and you get the cheapest free. Each of these packs of food from the deli
has been weighed in grams. Convert each weight to kilos and write it in the
appropriate space.
(Hint: 100 g = 0.1 kg)

Item In grams In kilograms

1. Salami 125 g

2. Haslet 25 g

3. Cured ham 1245 g

4. Samosa 215 g

5. Chicken goujons 425 g

6. Garlic sausage 505 g

Use the price list to work out how much each of the goods will cost.

7. Salami £0.89 per 0.1 kg

8. Haslet £0.79 per 0.1 kg

9. Cured ham £1.25 per 0.1 kg

10. Samosa £0.60 per 0.1 kg

11. Chicken goujons £1.45 per 0.1 kg

12. Garlic sausage £0.79 per 0.1 kg.

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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It’s party time. Try our new ‘mini-bites’ range.

skillbuilders n number n level 1

Calculate prices. Round amounts to the nearest 10 pence.

36. Supermarket – buffet fare

36

Blackwell’s has introduced a new range of products – ideal for self-catering for
parties. The “mini-bites” are packed in one-person servings and cost between 55p and
£1.00 per portion.

Vol au vents 96p
Cocktail sausage roll 96p
Spiced chipolatas 90p
Mini pizza 86p
Vegetable samosas 80p
Mini scotch pie 56p
Crostinis 76p

Calculate the cost of buying one mini-bite portion of each of the above for 10 people,
15 people, 20 people, 25 people and 50 people. Round all costs to the nearest 10
pence. Fill in the table.

10 15 20 25 50

Vol au vents

Cocktail sausage rolls

Spiced chipolatas

Mini pizza

Vegetable samosas

Mini scotch pie

Crostinis

Totals
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Approximate by rounding. Convert metric units of weight.

37. Supermarket – stock check

Staff on the deli counter are checking the stock. Round the weights of the cooked
meats to the nearest 10 grams.

1. Parma ham 2393 g

2. Peppered salami 4918 g

3. Luncheon meat 3576 g

4. Roast turkey 1801 g

5. Honey roast ham 5039 g

Round the weights of the cheeses to the nearest 100 grams.

6. Stilton 986 g

7. Cheddar 1245 g

8. Cheshire 3721 g

9. Edam 2509 g

10. Brie 4023 g

Round the weights of these salads to the nearest kilogram.

11. Coleslaw 4309 g

12. Potato salad 2840 g

13. Waldorf salad 976 g

14. Three bean salad 1499 g

15. Rice salad 3678 g

37skillbuilders n number n level 1
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Read, order and compare numbers.

38. Factory – staff payroll numbers

38

The Personnel Department at AutoParts gives each member of staff a payroll number.
The code is made up of a letter and three-digit number.

Here are some of the names and numbers of staff who currently work AutoParts.

Write out the list in ascending order, starting with the letter nearest to A. If there are
two employees with the same letter then order them according to the three-digit
number that goes with their letter.

Pete R034
Dan R031
Joe S012
Pat S009
Jez S015
Mo P019

1. Using logic, who do you think is likely to have been working at AutoParts for the longest
period of time? Explain your answer.

2. Using the same logic, who do you think is likely to have been working at AutoParts for the
least period of time? Explain your answer.

Staff name Staff number

Tony P075
Mike P017
Mandy N120
Sue N089
Phil N111
James Q091

Staff name Staff number
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Read, order and compare numbers. 

39. Factory – filing

All production jobs carried out at AutoParts are assigned a number. Job reports are
filed according to these numbers. These are some of the job reports for Line 1 for
August 2012.

List these job reports in descending order.

1.

3.

5.

7.

9.

2.

4.

6.

8.

10.

056372

056370

056369

056371

056373

056368

056374

056367

056375

056366

AUTOPARTS
JOB REPORT

CUSTOMER: Brakelines DATE 15th August

Time in: 08:20 Time out: 15.30

Signed: Mo Salter
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Convert metric units of length. Multiply and divide decimals by 100.

40. Factory – metric measures

40

Almost all measurements now used in the UK are metric. At AutoParts all
measurements are taken in metric.

1. All these items have been measured in centimetres (cm). Convert each length to 
metres (m).

Item Length in cm Length in m

Wing panel – small 145

Wing panel – medium 168

Wing panel – large 279

Sill – small 58

Sill – medium 75

2. All these items have been measured in metres (m). Convert each length to 
centimetres (cm). 

Item Length in m Length in cm

Steel plate – small 2.65

Steel plate – medium 1.78

Steel plate – large 3.10

Steel wire – medium 0.65

Steel wire – thick 0.15
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Read, order and compare numbers.

41. Factory – stock check

1. Tony in Stores has recently done a stock check. Round these stock numbers to the 
nearest 1000. Then re-write the stock numbers in descending order.

Item/product Stock check To nearest 1000 Descending order

Steel washers – size 1 1652

Steel washers – size 2 1154

Steel washers – size 3 2789

Steel washers – size 4 1124

Steel rivets – size 1 2635

Steel rivets – size 2 1273

Steel rivets – size 3 1902

Steel rivets – size 4 1897

Rubber washers – size 1 1423

Rubber washers – size 2 1625

2. Round these stock numbers to the nearest 100. Then re-write the stock number in 
ascending order.

Item/product Stock check To nearest 100 Ascending order

Panel seals – size 1 99

Panel seals – size 2 276

Panel seals – size 3 104

Panel seals – size 4 2453

Cable guards – size 1 654

Cable guards – size 2 891

Cable guards – size 3 1001

Cable guards – size 4 524

Rubber seals – size 1 1125

Rubber seals – size 2 1562
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Calculate percentage increases in pay.

42. Factory – pay rise

42

Staff at AutoParts get a pay rise every year. This year the management has agreed a
pay rise of 21/2%.

Calculating 21/2% is easier than you might think. You need to work out 10% then halve
it to get 5% and then halve it again to get 21/2%.

Use a calculator to calculate the percentage increases for each of these hourly rates
of pay. Write your answers to two decimal places.

Complete the gaps in this table.

Hourly rate 10% 5% 21/2% New hourly 
rate

£7.25

£7.65

£8.55

£8.95

£9.05

£9.28

£9.75

£10.20

£10.35

£10.20

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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Work out ratio. Convert metric units of capacity.

43. Factory – cleaning materials

AutoParts buys concentrated cleaning materials. Each one has to be diluted in a
specific ratio before it is used. This list shows the ratios of cleaning materials to water.
Use the ratios to complete the table.

Ratio Amounts in ml

Chemical Water Chemical Water

Floor cleaner 1 2 100 ml

Disinfectant 200 ml

De-greaser 100 ml

Ceramic cleaner 200 ml

Limescale remover 100 ml

Bleach 200 ml

Floor cleaner 1 : 2

Disinfectant 1 : 5

De-greaser 1 : 3

Ceramic cleaner 1 : 4

Limescale remover 1 :10

Bleach 1 : 1
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Calculate the cost of goods.

44. Factory – invoice check 1

44

Monmouth Catering Supplies have sent this invoice to AutoParts canteen. The totals
are missing. Complete the missing information then answer the questions on
Worksheet 45.

M o n m o u t h
C a t e r i n g  S u p p l i e s

Sedbury,
Chepstow,

Monmouthshire.
NP16 7AR

Goods delivered on 12 August

Drink Pack size Price Price Quantity Value
per pack per l ordered

Pepsi Cola 24 x 330 ml £11.80 20

Diet Coke 24 x 330 ml £15.50 20

Lilt 12 x 500 ml £6.05 24

Diet Lilt 24 x 250 ml £12.40 6

7-Up 24 x 330 ml £11.20 6

Sprite 12 x 250 ml £6.50 12

Ginger beer 24 x 250 ml £8.20 10

Fanta orange 24 x 330 ml £12.70 5 

Tango orange 24 x 250 ml £11.25 12

Orangina 24 x 330 ml £11.75 6

Invoice total

AutoParts Ltd
Church Down Business Park
Church Down
Cardiff
CF10 8NY

Page: 1 of 1
Invoice no: 0002815
Account no: 040 AUTO01
Invoice date: 15th August
VAT No: 453-3571-51

INVOICE
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Calculate the cost of goods.

45. Factory – invoice check 2

Use the information in the invoice to answer these questions.

1. Which drink works out the cheapest per litre?

2. Which drink works out the most expensive per litre?

3. How many litres of soft drinks were ordered in total?

4. The Diet Coke should have been discounted by 30%.
What should the Diet Coke have cost? 

5. Work out the cost of the invoice with the amended
Diet Coke price.

6. Monmouth Catering Supplies have invoiced AutoParts
for the wrong proportions of Lilt. They should have
invoiced for 24 packs of Diet Lilt and 6 packs of Lilt.
How much more or less should the total be? 

7. What is the price per litre of the ginger beer?

8. What is the price per litre of the Lilt?

9. What is the price per l of the Orangina?

Use a calculator to check your answers.
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Calculate percentage and fraction increases and decreases.

46. Factory – changed order 1

46

This is one of AutoParts’ customers’ standing monthly orders. 

Requisition slip
Product Quantity

Fuel tanks

Front wings

Rear wings

Gear cables

Gear assemblies

Handbrake cables

250 Fuel tanks
500 Front wings
350 Rear wings
200 Gear cables
300 Gear assemblies
400 Handbrake cables

The customer would like to alter the order this month. They now want:

25% more fuel tanks
10% more front and rear wings
1/4 more gear cables
1/2 less gear assemblies
50% fewer handbrake cables

Fill in the new requisition slip for this customer.
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Multiply and divide whole numbers by 10 and 100.

47. Factory – changed order 2

This is another of AutoParts’ customers’ standing monthly orders. 

1750 Fuel tanks
1600 Front wings
1650 Rear wings
1900 Gear cables
2300 Gear assemblies
3400 Handbrake cables

The customer would like to alter the order this month. They now want:

10 x more fuel tanks
10% fewer front and rear wings
100 x more gear cables
10% fewer gear assemblies
100 x more handbrake cables

Fill in the new requisition slip for this customer:

Requisition slip
Product Quantity

Fuel tanks

Front wings

Rear wings

Gear cables

Gear assemblies

Handbrake cables
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Find parts of whole number quantities.

48. Factory – parcels 1

48

AutoParts are preparing to send a big consignment to a customer based in four
locations. The consignment consists of:

Part no. AP 200: 200 of 1 m x 0.5 m parcels
Part no. AP 500: 600 of 0.5 m x 0.5 m parcels
Part no. AP 300: 500 of 0.25 m x 0.5 m parcels
Part no. AP 600: 100 of 0.75 m x 0.5 m parcels 
Part no. AP 100: 300 of 1 m x 1 m parcels 
Part no. AP 800: 340 of 0.25 x 1m parcels

The consignment needs to be divided as follows:

n Coventry are to receive 1/3 of the total consignment
n Liverpool are to receive 1/6 of the total consignment
n Braintree are to receive 1/2 of Part no. AP 500 and

1/4 of Part no. AP 100
n Durham are to receive 1/4 of Part no. AP 100 and

1/2 of Part no.s AP 200, AP 300, AP 600 and 800

Prepare four separate delivery notes to state the exact number of parcels that will be
sent to each destination.
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Approximate by rounding. Convert metric units of weight.

49. Factory – parcels 2

The scales at AutoParts weigh parcels to three decimal places. Round the weights of
these parcels to two decimal places.

1. 3.493 kg

2. 94.189 kg

3. 57.786 kg

4. 61.782 kg

5. 15.304 kg

Round the weights of these parcels to the nearest 100 grams.

6. 22986 g

7. 3425 g

8. 75291 g

9. 59009 g

10. 39031 g

Round the weights of the parcels to the nearest kilogram.

11. 6823 g

12. 99990 g

13. 79036 g

14. 93901 g

15. 2963 g
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Answers

50

4. Multiplication – made easy 1

1. 3,266 
2. 5,112 
3. 3,770 
4. 5,216
5. 5,850 
6. 7,800 
7. 13,692 
8. 4,572
9. 5,280 
10. 18,656 
11. 18,252 
12. 12,400

5. Multiplication – made easy 2

6. Multiplication – made easy 3

1. 4,096 

1. Place value

2. Negative numbers 1

3. Negative numbers 2

1. –1 °C, –5°C, –8 °C, –12°C, –15 °C, –16 °C, 
–19 °C, – 21 °C

2. –18 °C, –16°C, –15°C, –12°C, –10°C, –7°C, 
–3°C, –1°C

3. – 25°C
4. – 8°C
5. – 4°C
6. –16°C
7. –13°C
8. – 9°C

Thousands of Hundreds of Tens of Thousands Hundreds Tens Units
thousands thousands thousands

1. 56 5 6

2. 137 1 3 7

3. 1094 1 0 9 4

4. 3417 3 4 1 7

5. 809 8 0 9

6. 10 1 0

7. 6543 6 5 4 3

8. 81976 8 1 9 7 6

9. 9019283 9 0 1 9 2 8 3

10. 651827 6 5 1 8 2 7

11. 7816253 7 8 1 6 2 5 3

12. 56273 5 6 2 7 3

Number in words Number in digits

1. One hundred and fifty thousand, seven hundred and six 150,706

2. Nine thousand and forty-eight 9,048

3. Two hundred thousand, five hundred and seventy 200,570

4. Nine thousand and ninety-nine 9,099

5. Four hundred thousand and sixty-two 400,062

6. Three hundred and one thousand, seven hundred and ninety-one 301,791

7. Ninety thousand, six hundred and eighty-seven 90,687

8. Three hundred and sixty-four thousand, two hundred and ten 364,210

9. Two hundred thousand, four hundred and eleven 200,411

10. Fifty-seven thousand and ninety-seven. 57,097

10 5 0 –5 –10 –15 –20

–6°c–4°c–2°c

–3°c –5°c –12°c –15°c

–10°c –11°c

–1°c

–7°c

–8°c

x 100 30 4
20 2000 600 80 2680
1 100 30 4 134

2814

x 100 50 4
20 2000 1000 80 3080
2 200 100 8 308

3388

x 200 10 2

10 2000 100 20 2120

4 800 40 8 848
2968

x 200 10 3

30 6000 300 90 6390

2 400 20 6 426
6816

1 2 8

0       
3     

0        
6    

2        
4          3

0       2
0

4    
1        6 2

4 0 9 6

1.

2.

3.

4.
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2. 9,744

3. 2,250 

4. 10,793

5. 7,310

6. 5,868

7. Multiplication – the facts

8. Working with ratios 1

1. 

2. 

2 3 2

0       
8     

1        
2    

0         
8         4

0       4
0

6    
0        4 2

9 7 4 4

1 2 5

0       
1     

0        
2    

0         
5         1

0       8
1        

6    
4        0 8

2 2 5 0

2 5 1

0       8     2        0    0         4         4

0 6 1 5 0 3         3

1 0 7 9 3

2 1 5

0       
6     

0        
3    

1         
5         3

0       8
0        

4    
2        0 4

7 3 1 0

3 2 6

0       
3     

0        
2    

0         
6         1

2       4    
1        

6    
4        8 8

5 8 6 8

x 10 7 2 6 1 8 0 9 5 3 4

2 20 14 4 12 2 16 0 18 10 6 8

Grilled chicken
on herbed couscous

A recipe for 2 people

2 chicken breasts
1 tbsp clear honey
1 tsp paprika
125g couscous
1 tbsp olive oil
4 tbsp chopped fresh herbs
1 tomato (finely chopped)

Grilled chicken
on herbed couscous

A recipe for 8 people

8 chicken breasts
4 tbsp clear honey
4 tsp paprika
500g couscous
4 tbsp olive oil
16 tbsp chopped fresh herbs
4 tomatoes (finely chopped)
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11. Estimation 2

12. Equivalent fractions

13. Percentages

1. 190
2. 99
3. 144
4. £2.50
5. £3.80
6. £48.00
7. 644
8. £115.00
9. 101
10.  £3.75

14. Hotel – staff payroll numbers

1. 

2. 12611
3. 12877

9. Working with ratios 2

10. Estimation 1

Ingredient 1 serving 2 servings 4 servings 6 servings 8 servings

Vegetable oil 1/2 tbsp 1 tbsp 2 tbsp 3 tbsp 4 tbsp

Prawns 125 g 250 g 500 g 750 g 1 kg

Coconut milk 50 ml 100 ml 200 ml 300 ml 400 ml

Korma paste 1 tbsp 2 tbsp 4 tbsp 6 tbsp 8 tbsp

Rice 80 g 160 g 320 g 480 g 640 g

Naan bread 1 2 4 6 8

Juice concentrate Water
One person 10 ml 100 ml
Two people 20 ml 200 ml
Four people 40 ml 400 ml
Six people 60 ml 600 ml
Eight people 80 ml 800 ml

Place Distance To nearest mile

Aberdeen 131 130

Fort William 138 140

Glasgow 46 50

Inverness 162 160

Kyle 297 300

Mallaig 182 180

Oban 126 130

Scrabster 278 280

Stranraer 133 130

Place Distance To nearest mile

Ullapool 221 220

Craigavon 21 20

Dungannon 37 40

Dunmurry 12 10

Lisburn 14 10

Lurgan 18 20

Newry 33 30

Portadown 24 20

Match Attendance figures To nearest 100 To nearest 1000
1 56,756 56,800 57,000
2 125,423 125,400 125,000
3 45,819 45,800 46,000
4 23,652 23,700 24,000
5 12,803 12,800 13,000

Receipt 1 Receipt 2 Receipt 3 Receipt 4

Estimate Appropriate estimation

Calculator £9.22 £11.89 £7.92 £9.34

How far out

Fraction Decimal Percentage
1/10 0.1 10%
1/4 0.25 25%
1/2 0.5 50%
3/4 0.75 75%
3/5 0.6 60%
1/8 0.125 12.5%

Staff name Staff number
Tim 12325
Bob 12350
Pat 12351

Debbie 12354
Dev 12453
Maz 12564
Julie 12595
Jo 12596
Jen 12612
Sam 12784
Denise 12832
Shirley 12876

1

2

3
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15. Hotel – wages

16. Hotel – spot the fraction

Number fractions

1. Three quarters = 3/4
2. Half = 1/2
3. Third = 1/3
4. Quarter = 1/4

Percentage fractions

1. 75%

2. 50% 

3. 33% 

4. 25% 

17. Hotel – hygiene inspection

1. –5°C

2. –18°C

3. –20°C

4. –12°C

5. –15°C

6. –14°C

7. –17°C
8. –16°C
Freezers 1, 3, 4 and 6 are not operating at the
correct temperatures.

18. Hotel – spring offers

19. Hotel – beauty salon price increases

There are a great deal of combinations you could
have chosen. Check your answers with your
teacher.

20–21. Hotel – wedding parties 1–2

1. Mr and Mrs Getty 
Cost for this wedding package = £8,125 + £80 
= £8205.00

2. Mr and Mrs Brown 
Cost for this wedding package = £15,000.00

Name £ per hour Working out Weekly pay

Shirley 7.30
7 x 22 = 154
0.3 x 22 = 6.6
154 + 6.6 = 160.60

£138.60

Bob 7.55
7 x 40 = 280
0.55 x 40 = 22
280 + 22 = 302

£302.00

Jane 8.15
8 x 18 = 144
0.15 x 18 = 2.7
144 + 2.7 = 146.7

£146.70

Dev 7.25
7 x 40 = 280
0.25 x 40 = 10
280 + 10 = 290 

£290.00

Sam 8.65
8 x 42 = 336
0.65 x 42 = 27.30
336 + 27.30 = 363.3

£363.30

Jen 7.25
7 x 20 = 140
0.25 x 20 = 5
140 + 5 = 145

£145.00

Pat 7.25
7 x 15 = 105
0.25 x 15 = 3.75
105 + 3.75 = 108.75

£108.75

Jo 7.25
7 x 26 = 182
0.25 x 26 = 7.8
182 + 7.8 = 189.80

£189.80
Double room (bed and breakfast) £90 £162 £202.50

Double room (room only) £80 £144.00 £180.00

Single room (bed and breakfast) £55 £99.00 £123.75

Single room (room only) £50 £90.00 £112.50

Family room (two adults and two children) £120 £216.00 £270.00

Junior suite £130 £234.00 £292.50

Executive suite £150 £270.00 £337.50

two-night three-night
Special

Full price per night With 10 % discount With 25 % discount

Double room b&b £90.00 £81.00 £67.50

Double room £80.00 £72.00 £60.00

Single room b&b £55.00 £49.50 £41.25

Single room £50.00 £45.00 £37.50

Family room £120.00 £108.00 £90.00

Junior suite £130.00 £117.00 £97.50

Executive suite £150.00 £135.00 £112.50

Treatment Current price 10% increase New price

Mini facial £25.00 £2.50 £27.50

Luxury facial £35.00 £3.50 £38.50

Manicure £20.00 £2.00 £22.00

Pedicure £22.00 £2.20 £24.20

Half leg wax £12.00 £1.20 £13.20

Full leg wax £20.00 £2.00 £22.00

Aromatherapy facial £40.00 £4.00 £44.00

Eye brow shape £10.00 £1.00 £11.00
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7. 100
8. 21

Glasses 300
Forks 200
Knives 200
Spoons 200
Placemats 130
Side plates 100
Napkins 100
Chairs 100
Flower centrepiece 10
Tablecloth 10

25. Hotel – banqueting tables 2

1. 5 bottles
2. 5 bottles
3. 2 bottles
4. 2 bread rolls
5. 20 bottles
6. £570.00
7. £1395.00
8. £250.00
9. £30.00
10. £319.00

26. Supermarket – ideal storage 
conditions

1. –12°C
2. –18°C
3. 6°C
4. 12°C
5. Bacon 2 months

Oily fish 4 months
Sausages 6 months
White fish 8 months
Beef mince 10 months
Corn on the cob 12 months
Broccoli 15 months
Potato chips 24 months

3. Mr and Mrs Green
Cost for this wedding package = £9,750.00

4. Mr and Mrs Dennis
Cost for this wedding package = £11,250.00

5. Mr and Mrs Getty £8,205.00
Mr and Mrs Green £9,750.00
Mr and Mrs Dennis £11,250.00
Mr and Mrs Brown £15,000.00

6

22. Hotel – wedding toasts

List 1 = £521.28
List 2 = £939.63
List 3 = £755.70
List 4 = £801.00
List 5 = £790.80
List 6 = £352.53

23. Hotel – wedding cancellation 
charges

24. Hotel – banqueting details 1

1. 100
2. 200
3. 200
4. 300
5. 10
6. 130

Party Total guests Menu A Menu B Menu C Menu D

Getty party 125 5/125 = 3/5 50/125 = 2/5

Brown party 200 175/200 = 7/8 25/200 = 1/8

Green party 150 100/150 = 2/3 50/150 = 1/3

Dennis party 250 175/250 = 7/10 75/250 = 3/10

CANCELLATION CHARGES

£ 10% 25% 50% 75%

Getty party 8205 £820.50 £2051.25 £4102.50 £6153.75

Brown party 15000 £1500 £3750 £7500 £11250

Green party 9750 £975 £2437.50 £4875 £7312.50

Dennis party 11250 £1125 £2812.50 £5625 £8437.50
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27. Supermarket – hygiene check

1. – 6°C
2. –19°C
3. –13°C
4. –16°C
5. –14°C
6. –18°C
7. –17°C
8. –8°C

Freezers 1, 2 3, 5 and 8 are not operating at the
correct temperature.

28. Supermarket – cashier duties 1

There are a great many combinations you could
have, you should check your answers with your
teacher.

29. Supermarket – cashier duties 2

30. Supermarket – a clean sweep

31. Supermarket – bakery orders

32. Supermarket – invoice check 1

33. Supermarket – invoice check 2

1. Mild Cheddar
2. Stilton with walnuts
3. 159 kg
4. £117.30
5. £747.24

1 p 5 p 10 p 20 p 50 p £1 £2

£1.00 100 20 10 5 2 1

£5.00 500 100 50 25 10 5

£10.00 1000 200 100 50 20 10 5

£20.00 2000 400 200 100 40 20 100

Pounds and pence Pence Pounds and pence Pence

£3.79 379p £2.99 299p

£8.54 854p £6.15 615p

£21.64 2164p £15.83 1583p

£4.89 489p £6.63 663p

£9.37 937p £4.73 473p

Pence Pounds and pence Pence Pounds and pence

467p £4.67 829p £8.29

7482p £74.82 23p £0.23

659p £6.59 999p £9.99

239p £2.39 198p £1.98

534p £5.34 1976p £19.76

Floor cleaner Disinfectant

Concentrate Hot water Concentrate Hot water

50 ml 500 ml / 1/2 litre 25 ml 1/4 litre / 250 ml

100 ml 1 litre 50 ml 1/2 litre

150 ml 11/2 litres / 1500 ml 75 ml 3/4 litre / 750 ml

200 ml 2 litres / 2000 ml 100 ml 1 litre / 1000 ml

500 ml 5 litres / 5000 ml 200 ml 2 litres / 2000 ml

20 rolls 40 rolls 50 rolls 100 rolls

Flour 1000 g 2000 g/ 2 kg 2500 g / 21/2 kg 5000 g / 5 kg

Yeast 3 tsp 6 tsp 71/2 tsp 15 tsp

Salt 2 tsp 4 tsp 5 tsp 10 tsp

Sugar 1 tsp 2 tsp 21/2 tsp 5 tsp

Lard 30 g 60 g 75 g 150 g

Water 1 pt 2 pt 21/2 pt 5 pt

Invoice number Order number placed by
29911 435 Bill

Invoice address Delivery address
Blackwell’s Supermarket Blackwell’s Supermarket
Towngate Towngate
Leyland Leyland
Lancs Lancs
PR25 6VN PR25 6VN

Delivered items

Product Price Per Quantity Value
Smoked Cheddar £3.98 kilo 40 kilos £159.20

Stilton with apricots £1.10 100 g 3 kilos £33.00

Somerset Brie £4.32 kilo 16.5 kilos £71.28

Cheddar with paprika £4.95 kilo 18 kilos £89.10

Stilton with walnuts £1.99 100 g 2 kilos £39.80

Somerset Blue Brie £5.02 kilo 23 kilos £115.46

Mild Cheddar £3.95 kilo 12 kilos £47.40

Mature Cheddar £4.60 kilo 34 kilos £156.40

Cream Cheese with chives £2.90 500 g 81/2 kilos £49.30

Cream Cheese with cranberries £1.27 100 g 2 kilos £25.40

Somerset  cheeses
Martock Industrial Estate, Martock,

Somerset, TA12 4JN

Goods total £786.34
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37. Supermarket – stock check

1. 2390 g
2. 4920 g
3. 3580 g
4. 1800 g
5. 5040 g
6. 1000 g
7. 1200 g
8. 3700 g
9. 2500 g
10. 4000 g
11. 4 kg
12. 3 kg
13. 1 kg
14. 1 kg
15. 4 kg

38. Factory – staff payroll numbers

1. Sue has probably been working at AutoParts
for the longest because her letter and number is
lowest in the sequence.

6. £4.55 less
7. £12.70
8. £11.00
9. 40p or £0.40

34. Supermarket – something for 
nothing

35. Supermarket – delicious deli offer

7. £1.11
8. £0.20
9. £15.56
10. £1.29
11. £6.16
12. £3.99

36. Supermarket – buffet fare

Item Quantity free Quantity paid for

1. Box of 12 eggs 3 9

2. Pack of 6 yoghurts 3 3

3. Pack of 4 cans of beans 1 3

4. Crate of 12 bottles wine 3 9

5. 1 litre of orange juice 500 ml 500 ml

6. 1 kilo of potatoes 250 g 750 g

7. 8 bottles of beer 2 6

8. 12 pack of crisps 3 9

Item In grams In kilograms

1. Salami 125 g 0.125 kg

2. Haslet 25 g 0.025 kg

3. Cured ham 1245 g 1.245 kg

4. Samosa 215 g 0.215 kg

5. Chicken goujons 425 g 0.425 kg

6. Garlic sausage 505 g 0.505 kg

10 15 20 25 50

Vol au vents £9.60 £14.40 £19.20 £24.00 £48.00

Cocktail sausage rolls £9.60 £14.40 £19.20 £24.00 £48.00

Spiced chipolatas £9.00 £13.50 £18.00 £22.50 £45.00

Mini pizza £8.60 £12.90 £17.20 £21.50 £43.00

Vegetable samosas £8.00 £12.00 £16.00 £20.00 £40.00

Mini scotch pie £5.60 £8.40 £11.20 £14.00 £28.00

Crostinis £7.60 £11.40 £15.20 £19.00 £38.00

Totals £58.00 £87.00 £116.00 £145.00 £290.00

Staff name Staff number

Sue N089

Phil N111

Mandy N120

Mike P017

Mo P019

Tony P075

Staff name Staff number

James Q091

Dan R031

Pete R034

Pat S009

Joe S012

Jez S015
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42. Factory – pay rise

You can use two different methods to get the
answer. The table below shows the answers using
both methods.

43. Factory – cleaning material

Item/product Stock check To nearest 100 Ascending order

Panel seals – size 1 99 100 99

Panel seals – size 2 276 300 104

Panel seals – size 3 104 100 276

Panel seals – size 4 2453 2500 524

Cable guards – size 1 654 700 654

Cable guards – size 2 891 900 891

Cable guards – size 3 1001 1000 1001

Cable guards – size 4 524 500 1125

Rubber seals – size 1 1125 1100 1562

Rubber seals – size 2 1562 1600 2453

Hourly rate 10% 5% 1/2 of 10 21/2% 1/2 of 5% New hourly rate

1st method/2nd method

£7.25 £0.73 £0.37 £0.37 £0.19 £0.19 £7.44          £7.44

£7.65 £0.77 £0.38 £0.39 £0.19 £0.20 £7.84          £7.85

£8.55 £0.86 £0.43 £0.43 £0.21 £0.22 £8.76          £8.76

£8.95 £0.90 £0.45 £0.45 £0.22 £0.23 £9.17          £9.18

£9.05 £0.91 £0.45 £0.46 £0.23 £0.23 £9.28         £9.28

£9.28 £0.93 £0.46 £0.47 £0.23 £0.24 £9.51         £9.52

£9.75 £0.98 £0.49 £0.49 £0.24 £0.25 £9.99         £10.00

£10.20 £1.02 £0.51 £0.51 £0.26 £0.26 £10.46       £10.46

£10.35 £1.04 £0.52 £0.52 £0.26 £0.26 £10.61       £10.61

Ratio Amounts in ml

Chemical Water Chemical Water

Floor cleaner 1 2 100 ml 200 ml

Disinfectant 1 5 200 ml 1000 ml

De-greaser 1 3 100 ml 300 ml

Ceramic cleaner 1 4 200 ml 800 ml

Limescale remover 1 10 100 ml 1000 ml

Bleach 1 1 200 ml 200 ml

2. Jez has been working at AutoParts for the
least amount of time because his letter and
number are the highest in the sequence.

39. Factory – filing

1. 056375
2. 056374
3. 056373
4. 056372
5. 056371
6. 056370
7. 056369
8. 056368
9. 056367
10. 056366

40. Factory – metric measures

41. Factory – stock check

Item Length in cm Length in m

Wing panel – small 145 1.45

Wing panel – medium 168 1.68

Wing panel – large 279 2.79

Sill – small 58 0.58

Sill – medium 75 0.75

Item Length in m Length in cm

Steel plate – small 2.65 265

Steel plate – medium 1.78 178

Steel plate – large 3.10 310

Steel wire – medium 0.65 65

Steel wire – thick 0.15 15

Item/product Stock check To nearest 1000 Descending order

Steel washers – size 1 1652 2000 2789

Steel washers – size 2 1154 1000 2635

Steel washers – size 3 2789 3000 1902

Steel washers – size 4 1124 1000 1897

Steel rivets – size 1 2635 3000 1652

Steel rivets – size 2 1273 1000 1625

Steel rivets – size 3 1902 2000 1423

Steel rivets – size 4 1897 2000 1273

Rubber washers – size 1 1423 1000 1154

Rubber washers – size 2 1625 2000 1124

1

2

1

2
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47. Factory – changed order 2

48. Factory – parcels 1

Coventry – 680 parcels
Liverpool – 340 parcels
Braintree – 375 parcels
Durham – 645 parcels

49. Factory – parcels 2

1. 3.49 kg
2. 94.19 kg
3. 57.79 kg
4. 61.78 kg
5. 15.30 kg
6. 23,000 g
7. 3,400 g
8. 75,300 g
9. 59,000 g
10. 39,000 g
11. 7 kg
12. 100 kg
13. 79 kg
14. 94 kg
15. 3 kg

44. Factory – invoice check 1

45. Factory – invoice check 2

1. Lilt
2. Sprite
3. 66.6 l
4. £217.00
5. £1168.80
6. £103.50 more
7. £1.37
8. £1.01
9. £1.48 per litre

46. Factory – changed order 1

M o n m o u t h
C a t e r i n g  S u p p l i e s

Sedbury,
Chepstow,

Monmouthshire.
NP16 7AR

Goods delivered on 12 August

Drink Pack size Total ml Price per pack Price per l Quantity ordered Value

Pepsi Cola 24 x 330 ml 7920 £11.80 1.49 20 £236.00

Diet Coke 24 x 330 ml 7920 £15.50 1.96 20 £310.00

Lilt 12 x 500 ml 6000 £6.05 1.01 24 £145.20

Diet Lilt 24 x 250 ml 6000 £12.40 2.07 6 £74.40

7-Up 24 x 330 ml 7920 £11.20 1.41 6 £67.20

Sprite 12 x 250 ml 3000 £6.50 2.17 12 £78.00

Ginger beer 24 x 250 ml 6000 £8.20 1.37 10 £82.00

Fanta orange 24 x 330 ml 7920 £12.70 1.60 5 £63.50

Tango orange 24 x 250 ml 6000 £11.25 1.88 12 £135.00

Orangina 24 x 330 ml 7920 £11.75 1.48 6 £70.50

Invoice total £1261.80

AutoParts Ltd
Church Down Business Park
Church Down
Cardiff
CF10 8NY

Page: 1 of 1
Invoice no: 0002815
Account no: 040 AUTO01
Invoice date: 15th August
VAT No: 453-3571-51

INVOICE

Requisition slip

Product Quantity
Fuel tanks 312.5

Front wings 550

Rear wings 385

Gear cables 250

Gear assemblies 150

Handbrake cables 200

Requisition slip

Product Quantity

Fuel tanks 17500

Front wings 1440

Rear wings 1485

Gear cables 190000

Gear assemblies 2070

Handbrake cables 340000
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Activity index

Approximate by rounding 10, 11, 36, 37, 49

Calculate fractions and fraction increase 21, 46, 48

Calculate percentage increase and decrease 18, 19, 22, 23, 34, 42, 44, 45, 46

Calculate percentages 13, 32, 33

Calculate prices 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 32, 33, 35, 36, 44, 45

Calculate ratio and direct proportion 8, 9, 30, 31, 43

Calculate wages 15, 42

Convert metric units 30, 31, 33, 35, 40, 43, 49

Convert pounds to pence and pence to pounds 29

Make up sums of money 28, 29

Multiply and divide whole numbers by 10 and 100 24, 25, 40, 47

Multiply using efficient written methods 4, 5, 6

Read temperatures 3, 17, 27

Read, order and compare numbers 14, 21, 38, 39, 41

Recall multiplication facts 7

Recognise and order fractions 16

Recognise equivalent fractions 12

Recognise positive and negative numbers 2, 3, 17, 26, 27

Understand place value to seven figures 1, 10, 14

Use a calculator 11, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 32, 33, 35, 42, 44, 45
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1/2 0.2 1/5

90% 1/10 50%

0.75 25% 0.5

2/3 75% 9/10

0.9 15/20 0.25

20% 1/4 0.1

2/4 66% 3/4
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Name Number of Rate of pay
hours worked per hour

Ann Slater 37 £7.75

Fred Adeyo 42 £9.60

Dennis Jones 35 1/2 £9.00

Sally Burton 22 £7.75

Uma Goswami 37 £9.00

Jimmy Fenwick 18 £7.30

Orla Kerwin 25 1/4 £7.45

Megan Phillips 28 £7.65

Deli counter staff payroll week ending 26 September
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tparker@autoparts.co.ukTo:

CC:

Subject:

Attachments:

Send now Send later

Title

Cambrian Tooling

Add Attachment

Hello Terry

Thank you for your memo about the problems you have been experiencing
with Cambrian Tooling. I understand that the late delivery of the die has
lost us 50% of capacity on Lines 1 and 2 last week and that just over a
quarter of those workers were left with nothing to do for at least three
days. This problem has cost us both time and money, and if we end up
paying the £15,000 default fee, our profit on the job will be cut by two-
thirds.

Apart from the need to fulfil the Brakeline order without incurring a
penalty, we need to show Brakeline that we are 100% reliable. So, I have
contacted Rhys Morgan at Morgan tooling and he has promised a new tool
by Friday (I called in a favour – Rhys used to play fly-half at the rugby club
with me). This means that the order should be despatched on time,
providing none of the lines go down next week. 

Can you speak to all production staff on Lines 1 and 2 and thank them for
their patience last week. Make sure that they realise how important it is to
get this order out on time. If necessary you can authorise overtime to be
paid at time and half.

Joe O’Connor
Manager
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autoparts ltd
Delivery charges

Orders over £100
Delivery within 50-mile radius free
Delivery 50–300 miles £55.00
Delivery 301–500 miles £100.00

Orders under £100
Delivery 0–10 miles free
Delivery 11–25 miles £15.00
Delivery 26–50 miles £25.00
Delivery 51–100 miles £40.00
Delivery 101–300 miles £55.00
Delivery 301–500 miles £100.00

No delivery charge for any orders over £1000
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